
Trust-Based Influence and the
Sponsor/CRO Relationship

Sponsors are not yet getting full value from the contract research orga-
nizations (CROs) with which they work, be they preferred providers or

not. Despite all the conferences, workshops, and articles, the two still do not
seem to understand how to work together effectively on a consistent basis.
More frequently than not, we hear sponsors complain about the quality of
the deliverables and CROs complain about how they are treated. The liter-
ature, mostly in the area of contracting and trial management, is replete
with articles on what works and what does not, as well as prescriptions for
what people should do differently. In this article, we hope to add a differ-
ent voice to the discussion. Our objective is to look at the issue of influ-
encing and its impact on the sponsor/CRO relationship.

Our Approach

Critical to the success of any sponsor/CRO contract is the ability of the par-
ties to work together as a team, to be open to each other’s ideas, and to
allow themselves to be influenced by the other party. We define “influenc-
ing” as the process of getting someone over whom you have no direct
authority to take the actions you want. We draw a distinction between
trust-based influencing and contract-based influencing. We see the latter
more frequently used in sponsor/CRO transactions. However, we believe the
former has the greater potential for long-term success.

We define “trust” as a willingness to be open to, and to take risks with,
another individual over whom you have no direct control. As such, trust
does not come easy; it takes time and effort. Trust-based influencing, then,
requires three critical skills if it is to be effective:

● being willing to listen to the other party and to acknowledge his/her
issues as legitimate;

● being clear about your own objectives and what you want from the
interaction; and

● being more interested in finding a solution that works for both par-
ties than in “winning.”

The remainder of this article addresses the following issues:

● the distinction between contract- and trust-based influencing;
● factors blocking the active implementation of trust-based influenc-

ing; and
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Sponsors and CROs

still do not seem to

understand how to

work together

effectively on a

consistent basis. This
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“influencing”—the

process of getting

someone over whom

you have no direct

authority to take the

actions you want, in the

context of the

sponsor/CRO

relationship.
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which is that it is a one-dimen-
sional and one-way communica-
tions methodology. In e-mail, you
see none of the nonverbal behav-
ior that is such a critical part of
the communication process; thus,
one’s ability to correct misunder-
standings and confusion is lim-
ited. Although it serves to provide
a record, it does not enhance the
problem-solving process.

We do not suggest that you stop
using metrics, or that contracts be
abandoned. Rather, we suggest that
they be viewed for what they are—
important tools for structuring and
managing a project, which provide a
vehicle for measuring the project’s
success. Nor do we suggest forgoing e-
mail, but rather that its limitations be
understood and that it be used only
when appropriate. It is the overuse or
misuse of all of the above that is a
concern that we believe is limiting the
potential for success.

Trust is the lubricant that

allows people to work

together smoothly in a

collaborative manner. 

What is missing is the development
of high-trust, collaborative working
relationships, and we believe that
trust is the lubricant that allows peo-
ple to work together smoothly in a
collaborative manner. People are
much more likely to accept another
person’s point of view and allow
themselves to be influenced by people
they trust. To quote Linda Hill2 in a
teaching note prepared for the Har-
vard Business School, “Trust and
credibility increase the willingness of
others to be influenced by you.… They
will require less proof of the value of
what you are offering and assume
that you will deliver what you have
promised.”

Dale Zand,3 in his book, The Leader-
ship Triad, also discusses the impor-
tance of trust and its impact on
influence. He suggests that “trust is the
crucial supplement to legitimate power
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What is so distressing is that the par-
ties have the same objective—to have
a successful, high-quality project com-
pleted on time and within budget.

Despite everyone’s best efforts and
intentions, the parties continue to
struggle, unwilling and unable to
move beyond the misunderstandings
and confusion, to find the common
ground necessary to build sound, con-
structive working relationships. This is
in spite of implementing kickoff meet-
ings, escalation agreements, and
detailed contracts with clear sets of
tasks. Although these all help, they
provide an incomplete picture.

What is Missing?

In talking with representatives of both
sponsors and CROs, and in the con-
sulting and training we have con-
ducted for both, we find the following
factors limiting the implementation of
trust-based influencing:

● Excessive emphasis on the con-
tract terms and conditions—There
is an assumption that the more
detailed the contract, the greater
the possibility of success. Con-
tract-driven relationships have a
sense of enforcement that gives
rise to defensive behavior and less
effective problem solving. Con-
tract-based influence rarely works
over the long term; although you
may achieve the short-term
objectives, it rarely serves to
enhance the relationship.

● Overreliance on the metrics as
the major factor defining project
success—It is not that metrics
are inappropriate, but that bal-
ance is needed between technical
data and process, which does not
currently exist.

● Failure of sponsors to appreciate
a project’s complexity—Manag-
ing all of the issues involved in
an outsourced project requires a
great deal of commitment from
a large group of people over
whom the sponsor has no direct
authority.

● Overuse of e-mail as a problem-
solving tool—E-mail has severe
limitations, the most glaring of

● a framework for implementing
trust-based influencing.

Although a variety of other issues can
and will impact project success,
including the protocol, the staff mem-
bers assigned to the project, and pro-
cedures for resolving conflicts, our
objective is to look at the narrow issue
of how we influence others to take the
actions we want.

We draw a distinction

between trust-based

influencing and contract-

based influencing.

In an article in the May 2005 issue
of The Journal of Clinical Research
Best Practices,1 Norman Goldfarb
listed a variety of complaints that
sponsors and sites have about CROs.
Among the issues he identified are:

● arrogant CROs who want to do
the study their way;

● inexperienced and poorly trained
staff;

● CROs that claim to have the sites
needed for a specialized study,
but do not;

● excessive staff turnover; and
● CROs that do not make a good-

faith effort to represent the spon-
sor’s position in negotiating a
contract with larger sites.

Needless to say, CROs have a corre-
sponding list regarding sponsors,
including the following:

● not getting information to the
CRO in a timely manner;

● expecting the CRO to meet all of
its commitments, when the spon-
sor does not meet its own com-
mitments;

● inconsistency;
● changing timelines;
● focusing only on the contract; and
● forcing the CRO to use the spon-

sor’s less efficient and less effec-
tive processes, rather than the
CRO’s, which are compliant with
good clinical practice.



if leaders want commitment, rather
than antagonistic obedience.”

Nirmalya Kumar,4 in his 1996 Har-
vard Business Review article on vendor
relationships (which are no different
from sponsor and CRO relationships),
discusses the importance of trust and
points out that “it creates a reservoir of
good will that helps to preserve the
relationship, when, as will inevitably
happen, one party engages in an act
that its partner considers destructive.”

When people trust each other, prob-
lem solving is enhanced, because when
people are more open and willing to
share information, they are willing to
take risks with each other. Absent
trust, both parties are very careful as to
what they say and share, and the rela-
tionship rarely grows. We then become
dependent on the contract and the
metrics to enforce our point of view.

At its best, the contract provides a
framework for defining deliverables
and metrics; it does not provide you
with a viable relationship. The contract
provides only a baseline; you then
have to fill in the blanks of the rela-
tionship. A collaborative working rela-
tionship where both parties are willing
to listen and allow themselves to be
influenced by others requires work. As
Linda Hill2 points out, “It takes time
and energy to build and maintain a
network of relationships, and the best
time to begin building these relation-
ships is before you really need them.”

Rosabeth Moss Kanter, in her Har-
vard Business Review article, “Collab-
orative Advantage: The Art of
Alliances,”5 captures the essence of the
collaborative process when she points
out, “Alliances that both parties ulti-
mately deem successful involve col-
laboration, rather than mere exchange
(getting something back for what you
put in).” In troubled projects, it is the
latter that is most prevalent.

What Should You Be Doing?

We understand the difficulty of man-
aging a multimillion dollar project in
which you oversee others who are
bringing your project to fruition. This
requires a full repertoire of manage-
ment skills; the most critical outsourc-
ing managerial skill set lies in ongoing

and active communication, which pro-
vides the basis for effective influenc-
ing and negotiation.

In a high-trust, high-

influence environment,

communication is done

on a face-to-face basis.

In a high-trust, high-influence
environment, communication is done
on a face-to-face basis. E-mail and
teleconferences are appropriate only
after the relationship has been estab-
lished and both parties feel comfort-
able with each other. Although we
understand travel restrictions, if you
are interested in building a high-trust
working relationship, face-to-face
meetings are essential.

To be effective and to enhance the
influencing process, communication
must be open and frequent. Anne
Fields6 described good communication
this way in the May 2008 issue of the
Harvard Management Communication
Letter:

Adapt your communication style—
Analyze not only your communica-
tion style, but also that of the person
you are talking with. Then shape
what you say and how you say it to
better fit their modus operandi.
Remember it is up to you to commu-
nicate . . . in the most effective way,
rather then expecting them to be the
ones to adapt.

Read body language and pay atten-
tion to vocal dynamics—Much com-
munication is nonverbal. For that
reason, how you say something can
contradict what you say. Make sure
the pace and pitch of your message
matches what you want to convey.
The slower your delivery and the
lower your pitch, the more intimi-
dating you’re likely to be. 

Be sensitive to context—Where a
message is delivered may affect how
it is heard. For a serious conversa-
tion, an office is appropriate, not a
passing comment during another
meeting or telephone call.

The objective is to cultivate a col-
laborative atmosphere in which people
allow themselves to be influenced and
are willing to work together to negoti-
ate outcomes that work for both. We
would add one additional item to Anne
Fields’ list: Listen to and acknowledge
the validity of the other party’s con-
cerns and why that person believes
he/she is “right.” This does not mean
that you agree with everything said or
done, but that you understand what is
motivating or of concern to that per-
son. It requires listening and paying
attention—not just to the words, but to
the feelings behind the words.

Influencing is a two-way

process; it is not only the

CRO being influenced by

the sponsor, but the

sponsor being open to

the ideas and influence

of the CRO.

Influencing is a two-way process; it
is not only the CRO being influenced
by the sponsor, but the sponsor being
open to the ideas and influence of the
CRO Moreover, it is not an abstract
process; although trust provides the
framework, a methodology is needed
to ensure that one’s objectives are
achieved. The goal of this methodol-
ogy is to have a collaborative conver-
sation that reaches a conclusion that
works for both parties and serves to
enhance the relationship. Our version
of that methodology follows.

Step 1: Planning and Preparation
Prior to any meeting, preparation is
essential. At a minimum, ask yourself
the following questions:

● Why are the issues important to
me?

● What data do I have to support
my point of view?

● How do I think the other party
will react?

● What does the other party want
from the meeting?
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● What is my ideal outcome for
this meeting?

● What am I willing to accept?

If several people will attend the
meeting, clarify the role each person
will play. Share your agenda with the
other party, so that the other party can
prepare and bring the right people to
the meeting.

Step 2: Climate Setting
Once the meeting begins, focus on set-
ting a collaborative climate. The goal
is to reduce anxiety, so that the other
party can hear what you are saying
and react appropriately.

Many people like to “get down to
business” and see initial small talk or
climate setting as having limited
value, but research suggests that this is
a mistake. Janice Nadler, in a recent
article in the Program on Negotiation
Newsletter,7 writes this about a study
that she conducted:

Small talk created rapport before bar-
gaining even began. Those who had
engaged in small talk felt more coop-
erative towards their counterparts,
shared and reciprocated more infor-
mation, made fewer threats and
developed more respect and trust
than did those who skipped the small
talk. This rapport had an economic
payoff: “small talk” negotiators were
more than four times more likely to
reach agreement than their “no ‘small
talk’ counterparts,” who, more often
than not, walked away from offers
that would have left them better off.

Step 3: Clarifying the Issues
This stage answers the questions: Why
are we meeting? What are the issues
that we need to resolve? At this stage
your preparation becomes critical. Can
you describe the problem in terms that
the other party can hear and accept?
This is the core of the influencing pro-
cess; if you are ineffective in describing
the problem, the remainder of the dis-
cussion is going to be difficult, at best.
It is not only what you say but how you
say it. If you open the discussion in a
way that says you are trying to solve a
problem and not punish the other party,
you increase the potential of success.

Step 4: Solving the Problem (Part #1)
As a first step, describe why you see this
topic as an issue, and then allow the
other party to respond. Next, confirm
your understanding of the other party’s
perspective. If there are any underlying
issues, make sure they are explored.
Many times the problem, as described,
is only a symptom of much deeper and
more complex issues. If you can bring
the underlying issue to the surface, you
may solve not only the current prob-
lem, but others that may be lurking.

Step 5: Solving the Problem (Part #2) 
The second part of the problem-solv-
ing process involves the soliciting and
sharing of possible solutions that work
for both parties. However, this step
involves taking a certain amount of
risk, so be very clear as to how you
would like to see the problem solved. It
is important to be open to the ideas
and suggestions that the other party
may bring to the table. Sponsors should
keep in mind that the CRO has probably
faced this problem with other clients
and may have solutions that the spon-
sor had not thought about or consid-
ered. Sponsors should remember that
they hired the CRO, in part, because of
its experience conducting this type of
trial; so they should use that experi-
ence. Similarly, the CRO needs to
understand that the sponsor brings an
expertise to the table that needs to be
appreciated and utilized.

Step 6: Settlement
In this step, the goal is to summarize
the agreement, and the summary
should be presented in the meeting
setting. Make sure that the other party
is comfortable with the settlement, and
that a follow-up e-mail provides the
written record of the agreement.

Summary

Both sponsors and CROs have a choice:
They can continue with the contract-
driven, metric-specific approach that
has brought, at best, mixed results, or
they can look to the future and work in
ways that build high-trust, collabora-
tive relationships. Trust-based influ-
encing has the potential for reducing
defensiveness and bringing out the best

in people. Although trust-based influ-
encing is not easy or intuitive, it is our
belief that it will provide much better
results as well as the desired metrics.
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